
CHAPTER VII

FINDINGS - JUSTIFICATIONS - COMPARISONS

Introduction

In presenting the materiars on the origin and earry development
of the west side organization, I have intended to portray a process by
which a group of persons whose lives had been marked by extreme poverty
formed a polity through which particular interpretations of their identity,
their needs and interests, and their resources as self-determining
citizens of the larger polity of the city were advanced. I have stated
my o'vn position to be that such a process in which alternative images
of the social worrd are formed is essentiar to human liberation. To
achieve liberation means, first, to transcend such destructive and dehu-
manizing images of social identity as may haye been imposed upon
persons who occupy the l0west levels of a social hierarchy infected by
racism. rt means, second, to achieve a stronger position from which
strategic actions may be undertaken against the conditions which have
straitened their existence,

I have made fairly broad

dramatistic analysis. particular

use of an interpretive schema ca11ed

actions, ro1es, means, settings and
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analysis has contributed to our knowledge of wso forms the first section

of thls concluding chapter, and the arguments which ground and authen-

ticate the interpretive method constitute a second section. A third, and

final' section sets forth the entire study in its relation to other attempts

to understand community organization and the struggle for meaning and

identity within urban ghetto communities. The west side organization

represents a distinctive style of communal action which has significance

in relation to other styles within the community organization movement.

Although I will not attempt to rnake exhaustive comparisons with other
kinds of organizations and other modes of analysis, certain appraisals
are presented which help to set wso within the larger spectrum of
act ivitie s,

Dramatlstic Interpretation and the View of

Dramatistic forms are the heuristic models of social action by

which the movements of persuasion can be studied. The choiee of casting

the description and analysis of social action in a dramatistic mode means

that the significance of persuasive activity is emphasized above other

principles of motion that might be operating rvithin the social organization.

The wso experience is most significant as an attempt to create the forms
by which problematic relationships common ro the membersr experiences

of the social world might be received ancl unde.r:stood, Duncan writes,
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social groups must stage themserves before audiences whoseapproval legitimizes their power. Audiences, in turn, mustsee the problems of the community acted out in some kind ofdramatic presentation, for it is onry through forms created insuch action that community problems becoire comprehensibleas actions. l

rt is not true that we experience life in relationshrps and then seek to
fit them with symbolic forms which satisfy their nature. Forms are
the relationships themselves, which are known to be as they are expressed

in concrete images of social reality. They become available therein as

means for action within the future; that is, they are transcended immedi-
ately as forms within which life is received.

The west side community of wso was one in which the prob-

lematics of relationships constituted a serious threat to those who lived
in poverty' The lnstitutional means by which a creative reinterpretation

of these relationships might have been advanced were either absent, or
so weak and disjointed as to be ineffective in relation to the many powerful
social institutions which affected the lives of the residents. The organ-
ization had the primary task, therefore, of creating the means by which
community problems "might be comprehensible as actions, " that is, as

realities which in the future might be approached in a more hopeful

spirit and with a more powerful project. Its task was to form images

for persons who could name and experience together their common

problems and possibilities, deprivations and destinies. Thus its own

lD.r.r"".r, 
Symbo1s, p. 61.
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actions were gauged and performed as portrayals of the social order

in its meaning for the people of the near west side.

rt is possible to regard this activity of ',playing,' on forms of

meaning and identity for the various audiences in WSo's orbit of association

as something less than serious. Indeed one risks fostering a grave misin-
terpretation of wso by adopting the mode of dramatistic interpretation in
reference to their very serious, deliberate, courageous actions. As a

matter of fact, criticisms about an alleged lack of seriousness on the part

of WSo leadership came from some observers outside of the organization

and community, and even from sorne of the UTC trainees and consultants

within \4/So itself' These were especially frequent during the late summer

of 1966 when it seemed that wso was bent on following some incompre_

hensible agenda of its own, instead of uniting and disciplining itself under

the leadership of Dr. King. However, no detriment should be attributed

to the organization because of the mode of interpretation employed in

this study, nor because the activities of wso were indeed devoted, in

part, to the enactment of meanings in a dramatic sty1e. The entire point

of this analysis is to demonstrate the profound significance of such a

project.

This comment does demonstrate, however, how the dramatistic

schema differs from a theory which would concentrate upon the political

significance of lMSo. understood as an ageacy developing and deploying

political power within an arena of competing power centers, the wso
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experience might well give evidence of a lack of seriousness, or com-

mitment, or, perhaps, aptitude, when compared with the actions of other

community organizations, such as TWo or JOIN" There is Iittle to
suggest the cultivation of a highly rationalized political consciousness

in either the motivation or behavior of the leadership, Whether this is
merely a function of the focusing of interests on the part of this writer,
or is a matter of objective facts with respect to the organization, the

reader may well consider.

What has the dramatistic mode of interpretation contributed to
the view of this particular community organization engaged in its proiects ?

we have observed a group of citizens urho, having been equipped with an

opportunity to offer leadership, learned to act, not simply by preparing

to act, or by thinking about action, but by playing roles in various dra_

matic settings. The situations w.ere those in which, in their previous

experiences, they had been confined to the roles of dependent subjects,

powerless and vulnerable before employers, welfare bureaucrats, police

authorities, media representatives, civic and ecclesiastical officials,

and the various community leaders and spokesmen with whom they felt
little identity. The community organization provided the opportunity

for them to enter audaciously, yet tentatively, upon processes of nego-

tiation and representation, to test and to try their perceptions of \/rongs

that had been suffered and needs that must be fuui11ed.

It was not possible, nor was it ideologically permissible within
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WSo, to provide extensive training--to institute a rationalized regimen

of preparation--for those who would lead the organization, Their prep_

aration had been their experiences of powerlessness and deprivation in
relation to the institutions they.were confronting. They entered upon

actions of confrontation and negotiation without risking a substantial
investment in education, career reputation, or public authority. In any

reckoning of power factors they were overmanned from the outset, as

they attempted to challenge the cultural bases of certaln longstanding

employment polieies, or the po\lrer of the welfare check in the hands of

a bureaucrat. Thus there was an ambiance of playfulness, of display,

of "trying" the effectiveness of an approach in which the group could

not lose very much (since it had little), but wherein there was much to

be learned and possibly to be gained. Later on the stakes would be higher

and the game more serious. yet, even then, \4/so was engaged in a way

that allowed for quick disengagement and a reversal of form and tactic.
Throughout all of this the group was experimenting and creating the

forms of relationship by which it could exercise representative authority.

Duncan has suggested that in the comedlc variation of the dra-
matic art form it is doubt that is institutionalized, doubt regarding the

nature of the social 0rder. comedy is a permissible way of expressing
doubt t'ove" the majesty and wisdom of our superiors, ,, but also over the

loyalty and devotion of inferiors and the trust of friends. In short,

social drama plays upon the adequacies and inadequacies of social
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hierarchy, engendering ', . . . the capacity

gaity, and even to revolt against the sacred
, ,,1orqer"

to doubt and to endure ambi-

principles of the social

The effect of WSots presence and action within its eommunity

was to focus and express the feelings and attitudes of like-minded
persons regarding the hierarchical structure of a society in which they

occupied a niche slightly superior to outcasts. The resentment, fear,
mistrust, gui1t, hopelessness and anger were present and expressed in
many forms beforehand. \MSo represented the institutionalization of an

increasingly well-defined and justifiable doubt regarding the legitimation
of an hierarchical order in which the experiences, the perceptions and

insights, and the potentially creative contributions of a cultural group

were held to be of no worth. within \MSo the doubt was not onry felt and

harbored, for whatever comfort in misery it might provide; it was

entertained; it was celebrated. It was, in fact, put to test in the offices
of those who institutionalized the hierarchical order against which doubt

was being cast: the employers who "knew" that black men could not be

entrusted with the management of cash transactions and the servicing

of customers, and the welfare department which clung desperately to the

belief that following thej.r rationalized and orderly procedures fulfi1led
obligations to taxpayers, as well as to those caught within the welfare
trap.

1Ibld", p. 60,
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The wso study interprets actions of symbolic significance for
persons in an impoverished ghetto community which were intended to
be creative of forms of relationship with economic institutioos, govero_

mental agencies, family Iife, and community defense.

The environmental context of these symbolic actions--the

enduring background which always influenced the forms of relationships--
was one in which the obvious deprivations of ghetto existence and the

sufferings endured by an exploited race were acknowledged. The prevailing
view that such persons are to be regarded as helpless and dependent was
vigorously denied. It was assumed instead that within the community

were persons possessed of powers of leadership, intelligence, creativity
and wisdom which could only surprise those who regarded them as

victims to be exploited or cared for" Thus every action was played
q:gainst this scenic background of a victimized state which yet contained,

and even fostered, resources which could challenge the hierarchical order.
The roles, which were created and assumed, personified certain

preferred alternatives to those that existed within the established order.
It is clear, I believe, that wso actions never included the personification

of destructlve rerationships within the social hierarchy, although wso
rhetoric was at times expressive of this type of change. Nor did wso
portray roles supportive of established relationships, Instead, the

leadership enacted the role of spokesman for those who were accorded

no voice in negotiations with employers, management executives, civil
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and religious leaders. In the Centennial Laundry dispute WSO tried

to establlsh an alternative agency for the quallfication of men who could

handle responsible jobs in a service industry, suggesting thereby the

inability of traditional employing agents to overcome their prejudicial

evaluations of those whose life experiences included education in the

streets, encounters with the 1aw, poor formal education, and sporadic

employment records. The alternative role of defender of the women

and chlldren of the community was symbolized throughout the welfare

union project, as stubborn, articulate, informed, and compassionate

black men became advocates in the offices of the welfare department

on behalf of clients whose welfare was technically the busi.ness of pro-

fessionals" Even some of the women who were welfare recipients were

given responsibilities as advocates and representatives of others in their

communities. The role of community intermediaries between the police,

the media, and the people of a community suffering civil disorder was

portrayed. And the role of indigenous spokesmen within the counsels

of the movement was also advanced during the summer of widespread

civil rights activity in the city. Fina11y, we have seen the leadership

assuming a secular variant of the religious leader in the ghetto com-

munity, organizing spiritually energetic meetings and "preaching', the

gospel of the spirit become flesh in the form of a community organization,

The preferred and persuasive means employed in wso action

included relying upon the "bIack and white together" symbol: white
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mobility and access to power, and black initiative in representing the

interests of its constituency. Moreover, it included formation of a tight

and cohesive cadre of companions who responded in styles of leadership

with which they were familiar from the experience of street relationships,

in preference to rationalized representative processes. Identity through

common experiences was the test of belonging. Those structures which

were already present in the community, other than street-formed

allegiances, were not cultivated or trusted in the formation of actions.

The group developed and remained oriented toward an interior sense of

accountability. wSO consistently played upon sensitivities within the

white liberal community to the sense of "right" which adhered to those

heretofore excluded from serious attention and regard within the public

sphere. Fina11y, there was a consistent reference to, and reliance upon,

themes of liberation and justice which came out of the religious orien-

tation of the black churches, themes which the white religious community

also recognized and was beginning to hold in higher respect.

The ultimate end or fuUillment which ordered WSO activities

was expressed in terms of spiritual images which were related to the

religious orientation of the people. But they were often given a secular

reference that drew upon traditional themes in the ideology of democratic

Ufe. Man was destined for a 1lfe of spiritual fellowship which required

changes in the structures of a racist and exploitative society. Mean-

whiIe, the ri.chness of a human fellowship in joy and suffering, but also
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in hope and united action, prefigured this fulfillment. wso offered

clear enunciation of its intention and possibility of being this kind of

community.

The study reveals WSO projecting its interpretations toward

several different audiences, often enough in some confusion, but with

clear priority given to its receptivity by those who were its constituents

and intimates- The larger public was addressed adroitly on those occa*

sions when the serious defection of white liberal and established church

support was threatened. Moreover, the leadership became quite skilled

in treating with media personnel who recognized the organization as a

source of valuable news in crlses of civil order and movement action,

The data provide little direct evidence of a reflective or introspective style

of address, nor do we find ritual expressions which seem to address the

ultimate i.n any way more direct than through the freedom songs and

exhortations of the spirit which had a clear sociar reference.

In conclusion, I believe that the West Side Organization introduced

a new and liberating dimension of experience for its followers, They

experienced themselves as knowing that they were known in many places

in society where they had been previously regarded in ways demeaning

and destructive of their humanity. This indicates what I believe to be

a major liberating change that has occurred as the result of community

organization in general, and of WSO in particular.

The group was, in many instances, protective of its particularity,
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as if its allegiances could not be extended beyond the range in which its

own interpretations were accepted and honored. In the years during

which the material for this investigation was gathered, wso w-as not,

however, a soci.ety closed wlthin an impermeable ethos, It was similar

to a small state which had developed a currency of exchange representing

something of value to itself. This currency could not be translated into

the values of another polity until a just rate of exchange had been deter-

mined in which the inherent worth of what was represented in the particular

coins, stamped with the identity of the West Side Organization and its

people, was acknowledged in the wider society. But the project of the

group was clearly directed toward establishing that rate of exchange,

and fostering that communication with the wider society which would

validate the experiences of the victimized community as true and worthy

of universal respect.

To achieve a lasting measure of liberation within a restrictive,

racist society requires, to be sure, a gain in substantive political power,

and this was largely unrealized by the force we identify as WSo. But

there are other dimensions of liberation which are substantive, which

involve the capacity to know more fully the nature of the social reality

in which life is situated, to measure more realistically the personal

and institutional forces in relation to which oners interests and projects

must be pursued, and to transcend to some degree the determinisms of

an otherwise incomprehensible and intractable social environment,
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The data regarding WSO|s experiences in the employment and

welfare fields indicate a process of creating and extending the lines of

responsivity to persons and institutions both inside and outside of the near

west side community" This movement is an essential prerequisite for

assuming responsibility for positive action. Community representation

requires not simply a commitment to declare the anguished needs and

undeniable necessities of a victimized people, but the ability to gain some

purchase upon the seemingly intractable agencies resisting change, This

involves knowing where the lines of accountability run, where and what

kinds of pressures can be applied, and what constitutes a genuine fur-

therance of the group's interests, Representation, in other words, implies

a capacity to be accountable in several directions toward those for whom

one presumes to speak, and toward those whose own lines of accountability

one acquires in the process of meeting them and engaging them in trans-

actions of meaning to both parties. At the most elemental level such

transactions involve becoming known as persons responsible for other

persons, and knowing oneself as known in these ful1er dimensions.

The Problematic of the Interpreterrs Task-
A Science of Dramatistic Action

The interpretation of social actions in the mode of dramatism

raises the question of whether or not the entire approach can be properly

considered as a procedure in social science ? Dramatism draws interpretive

models from the realm of art wherein the standards of objectivity in
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assessing the meaning and value of an action are most often equivocal.

There are, I believe, two ways of dealing with the possibility of equivocal

interpretations of social phenomena which are themselves interpretations

of the social reality.

One course of argument is related to the evidential value of the

data itseU" It can be requlred that one defend the methods of his obser-

vation and research, to show that one has recorded enough of what was

said and done that the authority of the data cannot be challenged by other

data which would make impossible or implausible the interpretations

which the researcher advances,

The second line of justification is founded upon the nature of

the process of interpretation, and relates to the type of data obtained and

the interpretive conclusions which are offered. We sha1l consider aspects

of Roycers theory of interpretation which raise further questions about

the role of the interpreter who endeavors to extend the circle of those

who participate in the community of interpretation. what is it that

characterizes the participation of those who enter that community from

an interest in the science of social relations ? And, finally, what conceptual

structure establishes this theory of interpretation, and the dramatistic

methods based upon it, as a valid procedure in the creation of knowledge ?

Josiah Roycers theory of interpretation is a doctrine rooted in

the idealistic tradition of philosophy. If, upon experiencing an object

external to oneself, one can claim to har-e knorvledge, not of the object,
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but of certain modifications within oneself, or in relation to oneself, as

the result of that experience, then one is confined to speaking of the

"real world" in terms reflecting the reratedness of the observer. Royce

does not affirm the logical conclusion of this mode of thought which would
propose that no objective reality assuredly exists. At the very minimum,
according to Royce, one must admit that other minds exist, a fact that is
proven by the experience of conversation, unless one is to accept the
absurdity of solipsism in which even conversation is that which occurs
as the modification of a single mind.

Royce begins his speculations, not with the contention that only
mind exists, but that minds exist with the capacity to agree upon that
which they experience in the world. The encounters we have with objects
beyond ourselves are not reducible to ',sensations', or ,,ideas,' 

which
occur within the mind of the subject that observes, but are creatively
experienced as "realt'in the form of signs which represent the convergence

of separate and distinct minds upon the meaning of what has occu*ed"
The effect of an encounter between the self and something not the self is
the realization of something being something, and the being of this some_

thing is precisely that about which two or more minds have reached a

concuming judgment in the form of a sign, a word_symbol. To be sure,
it becomes possible very quickly to abstract the sign from the reality,
and to use the sign conceptually to stand for a elass of such entities
within the real world. But the fundamental experience of the real worrd
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remains that of discovering oneself united urith other selves in an action

of naming something which is no longer nothing.

Royce has accepted the fundamental limitation of the idealistic

position in which knowledge of the known world is confined to representations

of its effects upon subjects. But he has shifted the locus of the effect from

within the subjective consciousness of the observer into a social world of

unities created and symbolized by the existence of signs. The fundamental

effect of encounters between consciousness and external reality is a

modification of the means by which a plurality of minds coninhere. The

precincts wherein the questions of truth are decided are not in the realm

of an interior consciousness, in which abstract coherences are sought,

but in the public marketplace of discourse where ideas are advanced,

challenged, and, above all, tested for their fitness as representations of

the problematic realities which impinge in a multitude of ways upon

human 1ife. Living is pre-eminently an activity of projecting one'swill

and effort forward into a future which is problematic in every respect.

Intelligent life is searching with others for the means of discriminating

the forms by which the problematic future may be comprehended and its
determinisms transcended, And this is life in search of signs expressive

of social unities.

Roycers doctrine of the life of interpretation acknowledges,

therefore, the importance of the dimension of temporality in an under-

standing of the relationship between objective and subjective reality.
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rnterpretation is an activity casting forward the tentative and provisional
formulations of meaning which a community of minds has both discovered
and created to provide the means of acting within the world. A science

that is devoted exclusively to a strict description of a reality in its pure
objectivity must strive to abstract from its accounts aII possible influences
of the subjective dependence of the observer upon the object. The aim
is for a timeless representation of the reaI, meaning one in which the
problematic aspects of subjective response through time are strictly
controlled' However valuable may be the provisional constructs of reality
which are obtained by this means, in the sphere of cultural realities the
aim of a representation of pure objectivity is impossible to achleve
because, in Roycets vie\n/, the real is constantly being created. This
occurs in the transaction of minds which suffer the effects of objectivity
upon them as they project conscious life forward into the next moment of
time. The ultimate problem of knowledge, especially cultural knowledge,

is not the problem of what exists independently of the knower, or of all
possible knowers, but of the process of knowing itself. It is the problem
of life within the community in which knowledge is created" The problem
of knowledge is never separable from the ethical requirements upon the
mind and the heart of man if he is to participate in the creation of knowledge.

we may now attempt to bring these considerations into focus upon
the data of this study and upon the role of the interpreter, who is also a
researcher in social phenomena" we have tried to faithfully represent
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certain actions expressing a personal and culturar orientation to social
realities" These expressions were themselves interpretations of prob-
lematic aspects of the social world as it formed the experiential context
for people in an urban ghetto. They were tentative anticipations of
meanings and evaluations that would emerge as these persons experienced
the events of their lives from within a new. social context, that of a com_
munity organization which was committed to dealing with the vital and
comprehensive concerns of their common Iife. Insofar as they were
persuasive anticipations of meaning and value, they, in fact, helped to
shape the forms in which the events themselves were received, and they
provided the means by which something of the inexorably deterministic
quality of those events was transcended. They communieated, in other
words, possibilities of freedom.

The goal, or intention, of these symbolic actions was to extend
the community of those who participate in the sociar world by means of
these interpretations. lVhat is it, in addition, that the researcher of
interpretations is attempting to accomplish ?

The dilemma faced by the interpreter is to represent the personal
and cultural orientation of other persons and communities without reducing
the matter to idiosyncratic responses, or ',objectifying,, the forms of
personal and cultural expression in a manner that effectively destroys
their power to convey the quality of an interpretive event. Royce has
identified the elements of the act of interpretation, including the essential
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commitments of those who engage in it. The question is whether or not

the same essential commitments would be required of one who engages

in the interpretation of interpretations across the communicative baruiers

that define distinct cultural groups. It seems obvious that the student of

interpretations must not, and cannot, share the same intensity of identi-

fication of those persons living within a clearly defined orbit of association

for whom an interpretation represents both a sanctioned and a formative

response to the social world. But does his objectification of these

responses constitute another type of knowledge of the social world,

something not defined as a genuine interpretation ? Or does the theory

of interpretation account as well for the scientist's own efforts of repre-

sentation ?

The task of providing descriptive analyses of cultural ways

has been, f contend, a project of interpretation as understood in the

Roycean perspective, wherein certain values and methods of procedure

are regarded as normal and right from within a particular community

of scientific minds" These are the familiar values of objectivity and

freedom, the methods of critical testing, etc. The assumption has been

that the clearest and most truthful descriptions and analyses of the values

by which another people lives can be made by one who enters no value

judgments of his own upon what he perceives. In order to unify the

community of scientific minds, an interpretation of cultural phenomena

must satisfy the essential conditions of understanding within that community.
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rt is this orientation of the scientific community toward the perception

and understanding of cultural phenomena that is subject to certain

challenges from a Roycean perspeetive, and from an even more general

conceptual frarnework regarding the relationship of subjectlve and

objective reality.

It should come as no surprise that, for a people whose values

are under scrutiny, an interpretation which treats al1 that orders, animates,

and enriches their 1ife in community, but which presumes to be unmoved

or unaffected by the cornpelling power that such values wield among the

communicants, should seem a mean and unworthy representation indeed,

lf not a complete distortion. Perhaps some scientists have felt a similar
outrage when, as believers in the efficacy and humanity of their mode of

understanding the worId, they have read the poet's interpretation of

their approach to life:

While you and i have lips and voices which
are for kissing and to sing with
who cares if some oneeyed son of a bitch
invents an instrument to measu." ap;idwith?l

To be sure, the scientist of culture intends not to scorn, but

to acknowledge and convey the respect of science for the integrity of life
realized in the culture of another peopre, a goal which ethnographers

have sometimes accomplished in spite of what they may have considered

1e" e. cummings,
Grove Press, fnc., LgZ6),

untitled poem,
p. 29.

100 Selected poems (New york,
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the pure objectivity of their approach. But 1et us consider Roycers

formulatlon of the vocation of the interpreter who strives to create the

new forms by which the mental processes of another person, or another

people, are represented.

His lthe interpreter's] office is to conform to the mind which heinterprets, and to the comprehension of the mind to which headdresses his interpretation. And his own ideas can ,rwork"
only if his serf-surrender, and his conformity to ideas whichare not his own, is actually a successful conformity; and onlyif his approach to a goa1, which, as a member of a human com_munlty of interpretation he can never reach, is a real 

"pp"L."r..1
The first task of the interpreter is to ',conform to the mind he

interprets. I' The interpreter must suffer himself the shaping and moving

objectivity of that to which he wiIls to be related. rn texts on methods of
ethnographic research something like this principle is enjoined upon the

student of an arien culture, but always under the aegis of the doctrine

that what others praise and endorse has moral significance only for them,

and what the scientist honors is his approach of objectivity. But this is
quite different from what Royce understood to be the informing spirit
of interpretive inquiry. The validity of the approach is entirely relevant

to the goal of the process, which is envisioned as a unity that constitutes

a new reality within the wor1d, not a mere description of an entity that

has a form of being in its own right" The real nature (that is to say, the

objective and independent character) of a given reality is established

.I*Royce, 
ReaI Wor1d, pp. Zt6-17.
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when it is encompassed by a symbol (or set of symbols) which expresses
the relativity of those who are joined in an act of knowing. Interpretation
is an act of knowing with its fulfillment in a way of being.

Is cultural science an objectifying project intended to be imitative
of the more primitive natural seienee models ? Is every effort to be made
to establish the independent identity of the object by excluding any relation
to the "standing place" of the minds for whom the interpretation is intended ?

I believe the answer to that question ls negative. A scientific interpreter
of cultural symbols is an interpreter of interpretations. The symbol is
not a cognitive abstraction, but a concrete representation of meanings
by which a people acknowredge a common orientation within reality, a
common ground and motive for action within the world. one,s aim in
cultural science, therefore, cannot be that of aborting the interpretive
process by refusing to extend the scope of the symbol, by failing to create
a wider society of minds which participate in the knowledge of the world
they convey. The aim must be to create another context of meaning to
include those who have lived in one kind of contact with the world through
the symbol that is interpreted, and those who seek to know the alien
world as, in fact, part of their own world.

when one human mind is able to express what another has
praised and endorsed within his life_world, the interpreter has encompassed
thereby two worlds of meaning, and has created a third" To have under-
stood the esteem and honor with which an Eskimo regards an aged parent,
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whom he has nevertheless left alone to freeze upon the ice, is to have

established a new frame of thinking about the reality of family fealty.

Odd or contrasting patterns of belief and behavior are found to share a

universe that yields to an interpretation which unites persons in the

knowledge of a common world.

The values which an interpreter brings to his study of another

culture are precisely those elements with which he is able to exereise

the interpretive art, to consider what is different in the power of a

strange symbol to move and shape his own experience of reality, to
realize that difference by knowing the sense in which it is nol his way

of holding his own experience as most va1uab1e. The interpreter conforms

to the mind which he interprets and to the mind to which he addresses his

interpretation. That conformity and that comprehension must be real in

the sense that the interpreter intends a result which expresses the meaning

vital to the representatives of both cultures, to both participants, in

what is an essential dialogue of life.

The task is no less that of being scrupulously faithful to what is

given in the original structure of meaning; ure rnust guard against the

supposition that the process of interpretation aims at a unity of under-

standing which is simply a washing out of particular cultural distinctions,

What is proposed is not a new synthesis in which the mediating idea is

essentially a reductionist strategy. The onty way to preserve the integrity

of that which is subject to interpretation is to accept the fundamental
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nature of the process, in which the symbol bears the intrinslc intention

of becoming the means to a new social reality, a new community of

interpretation.

The truth of an interpretation must be stated as the ideal of

knowing as we are knotvn, of realizing the unity of understanding which

preserves those aspects of reality by which we and others have been

brought alike within the community of interpretation, and which illumines

those aspects for all alike. This goal does not close the possibility for

different persons and groups to experience different degrees of com-

mitment to distinctive aspects of interpreted reality, It does presuppose,

I believe, a common affirmation of the nature of the real world as yielding

or disclosing itself within a process of interpretation through time,

however provisional and incomplete the interpretation remains.

It is in the realm of cultural symbols, what Royce has called

"interpretive signs, " that we observe the nature of mants interaction

with the world. It is an interaction in which cultural symbols indicate

not merely the limits within which human experience is determined, by

language, tradition and other circumstances, but the human power to

achieve a point of transcendence in relation to the world" The cultural

symbol is the sign of a liberation achieved from determinisms, for it

represents the unification of a communi.ty of minds upon the real world,

an idea that has "worked " in providing a solution to probrems posed by

ignorance of a heretofore intractable environment.
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In that context I would make the following conclusion regarding

my particular action in formulating an interpretation of the West Side

organization. At a preliminary level, my work was commissioned for

the purpose of obtaining a record of the most important issues, actions,

and developments from the first two years of the organizationrs existence.

It was to be a document useful to the Urban Training Center and the

community Renewal society for their training and planning purposes.

It was also written to provide data for a research project on community

organization conducted by the Center for the Scientific Study of Religion

in Chicago" But it was to be, first of aII, a document which the actors

themselves would read, to which they would formulate reponses, if they

wished, and which they could use in the future development of the organ-

ization. Such a document was prepared and given to the various parties

in the year of 1967. It did not contain the theoretical materials that I
have incorporated into the structure of this thesis. Nor were the inter-

pretive conclusions drawn in the specific way I have tried to do in the

thesis" What was presented was a narrative record of what I had concluded

from my research to be the most significant events in that period, and

their meaning. some further discussions with wso people were held

about what was written there, although nothing very substantial was

obtained by me from these discussions, portions of the study were

reproduced and used by WSO in representing itself in fund raising and

other public relations efforts, The material was also obtained from WSO
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by the university of rllinois at the circle campus and portions were
reproduced for use by students in social work.

I mention these specific instances of the use of materials from
the study because they indicate that research projects of this kind become
part of the being of the organization itself. The researcher establishes
certain events and their meanings as having a particular significance,

which the actors then appropriate in a more objective and rationalized

form. They may, in fact, disagree with or rejeet the interpretations
given' or the selection of events themselves. But the material becomes

an objectification of the past, making possible a transcendence of it.
such has been the venerable vocation of historians from the

outset of written records. But there is, perhaps, a difference in that
r have been concerned with events of such recent occu*ence, pertaining
to phenomena whieh were themselves tentative explorations of meanings
and styles, that my objective formulations of those meanings constitute
another stage or dimension of those explorations. In particular, they
represent interpretations directed to other audiences that might participate
in the process of interpretation whose origins and developments r have
descrlbed.

That research may take on the character of advocacy is, to be

sure, a serious risk which can threaten the quality and credibility of
what is presented. But if rn/e are to work within a larger cultural situation
in which nothing that is written about the lives of living persons and their
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institutions can be preserved from their natural interests to read and to
formulate responses, then that risk must be accepted. More importantly,

we must be quite clear about what kind of conceptual structure affords

the possibility of establishing valid interpretations of interpretations

within a world of dynamic social relations. It is to that foundational

problem that the final paragraphs of this section are devoted.

The problem of a science of culture establishing valid relationships

between cultural objects and the subjects for whom such objects are

matters of varying interest and importance is to be seen as a sub_

problem in establishing the relationship of objects and subjects in general.

The goal of establishing the being of an entity in pure objectivity is possible

only if the relationship between subiect and object is removed conceptually

from the category of temporality, which is, at best, a provisional abstrac_

tion from the real world of relationships. In reality, the pure objecti.vity

of such relations could be possible only if there existed a precise simul-
taneity of causal efficacy in the relationship of object to subject. This
precise simultaneity r understand to be a metaphysical impossibility, on

the grounds that experience consists of an extremery rapid succession of

what, in the philosophy of ALfred North W-hitehead, are called "actual

occasions":1 that is, events of minute duration related within a process

1
Alfred North Whitehead, procBss and Realit.y (New york:

]VIacmi11anCompany,192g),p.?9.@i".tiooofWhite-
t"ld's theory of experience as "actual occasio":liil ];;I e."'c"ou, Jr.,A Christian Theor{ of Natural Theo (philadelphia: Westminster@.;*-zl.
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wherein the present actual occasion is "aware" of actual occasions in

I
the past.' The influence of the past upon the present is precisely the

"awareness'r in the present of that which is within the past of the experi-

encing subject. This must not be confused with the common sense view,

drawn from the experience of a configuration of a much larger number

of actual occasions, that cause and effect occur in a simultaneous instant. 2

To make this clearer, we may consult the reasoning of another

philosopher in the Whiteheadian tradition, Charles Hartshorrr". 3 He finds

it to be the diagnostic quality of objectivity that an object is independent

of anything which follows it within time, and which is dependent upon it.

An object is such because of the determinate and unequivocal effect it

bears upon that which is subject to it, and because it is in no way affected

by that which is affected by it. This does not mean that objects are not

themselves subjects in relation to that which preceeded them in time, and

which has born a determinate and unequivocal influence within that rela-

tionship" Therefore, Hartshorne reasons, since it is the diagnostlc

quality of objectivity to be independent of that which follows and is depend-

ent upon it, the reality of the inter-relationship of entities, that is, our

experiences of relatedness among realities connected in sequences of

cause and effect, must be understood as a function of that which evinces

1'*Cobb, Christian Theory, p. 31. "I.bid.

3Char1es Hartshorne, Reality as Social Process (Glencoe, IU, :
Free Press, 1953), pp. 69-85"
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the diagnostic quality of dependence, that is, subjectivity.

Modern logic should by this time have cured us of the absurdprejudice that, to exprain everything, the great thing is to find thenonrelative, or absolute, on the 
"o-rrt"."y, not nonrelation isour main problem, but relation, a world of structured order.And nothing can constitute this but something that can intrinsicallyhave relation, be genuinely relative" A subject, according torealism, is just such an intrinsically relative entity, in its verynature more or less conformed to something not itself. Thesubject is rich in relations, the mere object has no relations,at least not to the particurar subject wrricrr has it ," on;""i. f'

Thus the position to be affirmed is as follows: (a) there is no

reason to deny the evidence of common sense experience that real
entities exist independent of influence upon them by particular knowing

subjects which are themselves affected by the act of knowing; (b) tne

equally common sense experience of inter-relationship among entities
connected through time is explicable according to the subjectivity of
that which is affected, rather than by the objectivity of that which is
unaffected; (c) the metaphysical situation is ultimately subjective, so
that we may speak of a process of creativity in which real entities, which
bear determinate and unequivocal influence, receive their actuality by
that which is finally influential in all, even as it is subjectively related
and affected by all.

The metaphysical analogy of a world of subjects is, of course,
drawn on the basis of human subjectivity, a state of awareness of some-
thing being something, a state which has continuity and duration i.n time.
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But the subjective dependence of the self upon a world of objects is itself
a state subject to a continuous process of reformulation. That is, human
subjectivity reveals the creative pourer of that which submits itseu to
the influence of objective reality, which is the pow.er to restructure the
forms of relationship so that in the precise moment of realization of the
real conditions of determination there occurs a transcendence of those
determinants' Human subjectivity is evidence of the resourcefulness of
subjects in submitting to determinate objectivity, in engaging the self
within an order of intrinsic relativity to the rea1, in order to transcend
the objectivity of the given.

The implications of this discussion for validating the interpre-
tations in this study may now be drawn, The criteria of verification
which are deemed appropriate for empirical studies are relative to the
objective character of the phenomena under investigation. considering
the conceptual structure within which I have considered the phenomena

of cultural interpretations, it seems inappropriate, and, in fact, impos_
sible' to design a provisional critical apparatus within which to test
interpretations, as might be done with data that can be arranged within
an abstract field of objective relations. cultural phenomena represent
configurations of momentary occasions of an extremely high density.
rn these the causal relationships extend toward a myriad of objects which
cannot be abstracted with any precision.

This implies that no claim of verification could be upheld or
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denied by any other means than to replicate the process of interpretation

itself, with the same raw data at hand" This would require submitting

oneself to the determinate and unequivocal influence of the data upon one's

mind, having asked the prior question of what it was in the experience

of the actors to which the data represented a meaningful response. In

short, there is no appeal beyond the imaginative capacity of an interpreter

to enter into the context of meaning within which an action of symbolic

significance occurred, and to translate that symbol into another context

of meaning in which its original significance for those who created it is

retained, at the same time as it is "comprehended" within the new.

It can be said that this is merely the statement of an ideal, and

is in no sense a principle of verification, a means of testing the authen-

ticity of a conclusion. It is the function of theories and hypotheses,

however, to serve as ordered contexts of meaning within which an inter-

pretation is examined. The theoretical strueture is a statement of the

conditions for a meaningful understanding of elements that have been

drawn from another orbit of association in which another problematic

of meaning exists. It is for this purpose that the structure of dramatism

was introduced as a vehicle for interpretation. Its reliability depends

upon its power to focus our attention upon actions which are emblematic

of meanings, which in turn elucidate the provisional orientation of persons

within a social hierarchy. Dramatism is a heuristic structure which

enables the replication of an interpretive process. And it is on this
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possibility that I rest my claim to have provided authentic interpretations

of WSO in its formative actions.

Comparisons and Contrasts

The interpretation of the formative actions of WSO was undertaken

at a time when the phenomenon of communlty organization, in general, was

being subjected to a variety of investigations" A group of researchers

associated with the University of Chicago Divinity School and the Center

for the Scientific Study of Religion contributed observational data on

several Chicago orgaaizations toward an attempt to create a typology of

community organizations based upon styles and modes of organization for
1power.' The styles identified ranged from a far left, revolutionary style

to a far right, reactionary style. As the titles suggest, the revolutionary

style reflects a communal undertaking to replace existing systems of

organizing urban life by attacks upon, and reformulation of, the total

cu1tural, political and motivational (individualistic) sub-systems, with

the likelihood that a particular community organization will concentrate

upon one such sub-system. The reactionary style, in oppositlon to the

revolutionary styIe, is directed to actions protective of the entire system,

concentrating again upon one of the sub-systems. The modal situation

between the far left and far right was called the assertive style, which

ll,"*"u.r"e Witmer and Gibson
Community Organizations, " Center for
Chicago, 1968. (Mimeographed. )

Winter, " Strategies of Power in
Urban Studies, University of
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presupposes a consensus on basic values, the operation of democratic

procedures as defined by 1aw, and a pluralism of initiatir."".1

In addition to the modal and the extreme styles, the typology

established positions to the left and the right of the modal which it called

transformative and accomodative styles. Both bear upon the functioning

of the existing system, with the transformative attempting to introduce

correctives upon existing formulations of the value consensus, new. centers

of power interest capable of shifting the weight of influence within the

political system and new options within the motivational structures for

persons presently excluded from access to the rewards of the system.

The accommodative style treats the problems of persons and groups

adjusting to the existing system as deficiencies within the values, political

responsiveness, training and motivations of particular groups, and operates

to enable the fuller participation of persons within the system with their

full potentialities released and developed.2

By this typology, WSO and other lesser or more fu]ly developed

community organizations were examined and provisionally located. \MSO

was placed, along with The woodlawn organization and the Kenwood

Oakland Community Organization within the transformative category,

with the weight of its organizational effort directed toward the political

process, and with emphasis upon the development of communal forms of

2
Ibid.

1

@', P' 9'
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representation rather than upon more direct political action. In retrospect,

that provisional location seems to have been a coruect one, although the

slant of this writerts interpretation might seem to have thrust WSO into

that mode of organization in which the cultural-valuational dimension was

primary. Although I have argued that the chief significance of the WSO

experience may be understood as a process of cultural reformulation,

in fact WSO was not an ideologically self-conscious group in the sense that

it directed its efforts toward the reali zation of a cultural or political

vision. A11 social organizations which may be caIled communal have

ideologies. But some community organizations order their actions for

the purpose of fulfilling that body of ideals and consciously formulated

aims. WSO, I believe, was primarily coneerned to transcend particular

meanings and valuational definitions by becoming a new representational

form, a new polity capable of representing a transformed and hopeful

identity" Therefore it belongs within the transformative style of organi-

zation which was concer:ned with the process of communal representation.

TWO was also located within the transformative style, but it
was clearly a design to enable the community to participate in political

1action, Communal representativeness was a means of developing power

centers with the muscle and the training to force. an entry into the arena

of the
sity of
Press,

lJohn HaIl Fish, "From conflict to survival: A Naruative study
Woodlawn Organization" (unpublished ph. D. dissertation, Univer_
chicago, 1971). soon to be published by princeton university
Princeton, N. J.
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of political bargaining' Notwithstanding this important difference, and

the vast difference in scale of operations between wso and TWo, it is
notable that by the year l972both of them had survived as oxganizational

structures, and had shifted IateralIy to the right into a style of operations

that can be defined as accommodative. The range of such comparable

developments as they occurred in the career of WSo extends beyond the

period of this writerf s observation of the organization's activities. But

enough is generally known of what has happened to WSo in the years since

1966 that these comparisons may be drawn. The career of TWo from its
inception in 1960 until 197L, as described by John Fish, is one of origin in
conflict, enhancement through conflict to a status of survival as a viable

organization, realization of the limits of conflict in pursuing organiza-

tional goals, and subordination of a conflictual style in favor of organ-

izational programs dependent upon cooperation with institutions of the

larger society, including the civic government. Within the bounds of this
study, one may observe that WSO has traversed the distance from its
origin in the conflict with Centennial Laundry, through enhancement of

its representative power by means of conflict (or the threat thereof)

with the welfare bureaucracy, the police, and the larger civil rights

rnovement, to a position of tentative rapprochement and cooperation with

the Department of Public Aid and the Illinois State Employment Service.

In the years following my own involvement, WSO worked out favorable

means of cooperation with one of its earlier "enemies, " the university
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of lllinois, to obtain and qualify new employees from the community for

staff positions in the University" And, like TWO, it moved later on into

business fields. WSO obtained a franchise and the financing to operate

a Shell Oil station on the corner of Ashland Avenue and Roosevelt Road,

a few feet west of its headquarters. It also founded and operated a paper

stock company in the community.

In doing so it has encountered some of the same criticisms as

TWO--that it has been co-opted by institutional systems which, in terms

of an earlier rhetorical stance, it decried. Because of the small organ-

izational base, !t/SO cannot claim, as does TWO, that its later accommo-

dative style has enhanced opportunities for a great number of persons

throughout the community. Its justification for abandoning militancy can

therefore be more readily disparaged as serf-serving on the part of a

sma1l clique.

It is an open question, therefore, dependent upon ideologieal

preferences and theoretical judgment, whether differences in the magnitude

of success in such accommodative movements mean that one organization,

TWO, has fulfilled the representative promise of eommunity organization,

and the other, wSO, has not; or that both have succeeded inasmuch as

they have survived and provided new opportunities for persons who would

otherwise have been excluded in fundamental ways from the society; or

that both have failed, It is my conclusion that WSO, in following within

smaller range the course of development of TWO, succeeded in offering
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some new opportunities where none existed, but also altered certain

destructive images of persons and their potentialities that w.ere wide-

spread inside and outside of the community. WSO has clearly forfeited

whatever potential it might have had, however, for providing an alter-

native political structure for the ghetto, an opportunity which Fish

believes that TWO retains to this day.

Keeping in mind these general similarities, the study reveals

certain striking differences in WSO when eompared with other Chicago

organizations, including TWo. wso differed from all, or nearly all,

of the others in each of the following ways: (1) by the fact that it made

no attempt to begin on the basis of existing organizational structures in

the community; (21 by avoiding overt rationalized ideologies of either a

political nature (such as JOIN), methodological (such as TWO), or vision_

ary (such as sCLC and other movement oriented groups); (3) by the

predominance of indigenous leadership in WSO from the outset; (4) by

the commitment in WSO to draw these indigenous leaders specifically

from the ranks of the unemployed black men in the community who were

uniting to work on their common predicament; (5) by the ',training"

function of WSO for white leaders who were to learn the experience of

powerlessness from those who had known it as the defining reality of

their lives; and (6) by the ostensibly I'militant', 
stance of WSO which

nevertheless included whites in all actions and deliberati.ons.

Finally, one other comparative development in wso and TWo
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reveals the special eharacter of the smaller and less powerful group.
Two placed a secondary value upon elaborations of the ghetto style for
the sake of persuasion. Yet clearly one dimension of the enhancement

of TWo in its chosen role as spokesman for the woodlawn community was
the authentication of its style. In the early controversy between TWo and

the university of chicago over land use in the woodlawn community, Fish
has shown that the ultimate conditions for a settlement of the dispute--
the real po\4/er elements needed to effect a favorable bargaining with the

university--were in place before TWo was prepared actually to resolve

the issue" 1 Before that could occur, there was a need for TWo to portray
itself as victorious before the audience of woodlawn citizens for whom it
sought to speak. The means was to be that of exacting eompliance from
the "enemy" in matters that were not strictly of substance within the

bargaining equation. TWo needed authentication of its representativeness

as much as it needed the bare bones of an agreement with the Universi.ty
of chicago. I berieve there was something of this dynamic operating in
WSOis confrontation with Centennial Laundry.

These "synthetic" confrontations within a substantial bargaining
exchange are essential situations where the issue of ,,authentic', repre_
sentation is being fought out. rn TWo there was no face value evidence

for regarding the individuals speaking and acting for TWo as the spokesmen

1mro., pF. 86-44.
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for the community, as against someone from woodlawn representing

some other configuration of interests within the community, the business-

men or the service agencies, for example. The task was to win as the

symbol of the real people and the real interests of the community, and

thereby to be accorded that representative status by all present and

future opponents, and by a larger segment of the people in the community.

This was an exercise in the rhetoric of persuasion, an essential factor

in organizing for power.

The reliance within WSO upon such rhetorical strategies was

even more critical since it moved upon a relatively narrow organizational

base, bargaining with its tenuous alliances among libera11y inclined

persons downtown, and with its fairly vague authority among significant

numbers of street people on the near west side.


